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Experts agree that self-esteem devel-
ops in early childhood.   Because 
parents and loved ones want to 

give their children the gift of positive self-
esteem … there’s Perfectly Maggie®!

E3Publishing is excited to launch a brand-
new product this fall, Perfectly Maggie® 
which has won Creative Child Magazine’s 
2017 BOOK of the year award!

Meg Maguire, the award-winning author 
of Perfectly Maggie®, worked with a renowned 
Pediatrician/Child Psychiatrist from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, to design the nightly 
sharing game scripted into the story.   She 
wanted to fortify her children with healthy 
self-esteem at an early age.   Meg believed 
positive self-esteem could act as a protective 
armor against the challenges life might pres-
ent.  And, it worked so well!  Her children 
are now successful professional adults, raising 
children of their own.  The story of Perfectly 
Maggie® establishes the same nightly routine 
Meg and her children enjoyed.  Signing the 
“Puppy Pact” at the end of the book creates 

Perfectly Maggie: A Sleepytime Story 
a heartwarming memory keepsake of when 
your own sharing game first began. 

Maggie is anything but perfect in the con-
ventional sense.  But, her imperfections are 
out-shined by her heart of gold.  Eight other 
pups join Maggie in Kind  More Kennel©, 
each with a unique personality.  Maggie in-
spires her pals to be true to themselves … 
that their individual “quirks can turn into 
perks!”  With her lively tail wagging, Maggie 
promotes kindness in Kind  More Kennel©, 
too.   She teaches the puppies to feel good 
about themselves by being helpful, kind, and 
polite.  Nine delightful pup personalities as-
sure plenty of adventures to follow this out-
standing introductory book!  

Award-winning illustrator, Josie Yee, mas-
terfully brings this 26-page storyboard book 
to life.  Josie also illustrated the bonus pop-
up booklet to be used after the nightly shar-
ing game.  With a wag of Maggie’s tail, this 
darling booklet helps parents applaud their 
child’s success.   Perfectly Maggie® with the 
adorable 7” plush and bonus pop-up booklet 

is sure to become a treasured bedtime classic.
Promote Kindness, Share Special Mo-

ments, Create Beautiful Memories!          
Because every child deserves healthy self-

esteem and because children love puppies 
and possibilities … 

there’s Perfectly Maggie®! 


